instruction
for use

tbh – true beautiful honest is our 1st hair colour
that is formulated to create authentic looking colours.
truly unique colour results that illuminate the hairs´ natural highs and
lows with natural shine, for up to 100% multi-dimensional coverage.
beautifully authentic shimmering powdery tones
with subtle iridescent undertones.
Genuinely honest approach in communicating about
the ingredients in our formulations and what they do.

t

truly
unique
Natural hair colour is characterised
by lighter and darker strands of hair.
Compared to the uniform colour results
of standard permanent colouration,
tbh – true beautiful honest shades
respect and illuminate the hair´s
natural highs and lows providing
natural looking results with up to
100% multi-dimensional coverage.
tbh – true beautiful honest provides
a natural shine with a healthy glow
compared to the glossy shine of
traditional permanent colouration.

Natural hair

tbh – true beautiful honest
multi-dimensional colour

Traditional permanent
colouration

b

beautifully
authentic
Subtle shimmering powdery tones in three
shade directions (Natural, Cool, Warm) to
address your clients’ wishes thanks to unique
crafted mixes of hair colour dyes.

NATURAL
Neutral hues
with a soft touch
of chocolate

COOL
Modern smoky hues
that help perfect the
underlying warmth

WARM
Luxury primary reflections,
muted by rose undertones

h

genuinely
honest:
the approach
to the
ingredients

Our brand philosophy is built on full transparency
on the ingredients and what they do.
Our formulations combine up to 92% naturally
derived ingredients complemented by additional
performance drivers, needed to guarantee reliable
colour results.

our ingredients and
how they work
We understand that navigating through a full list of ingredients might
be confusing. Our approach is to guide you through our key ingredients
and explain what they do. You can always check the full ingredient list
by scanning the code below.

GRAPE SEED OIL

(Vitis Vinifera Seed Oil)
Leaves the hair with a
natural touch of shine

50 % LESS AMMONIA

HAIR COLOUR DYES

(Ammonium Hydroxide)

(Hydroxyethyl-p-Phenylenediamine Sulfate etc.**)

Up to 50% less Ammonia
(vs. a standard permanent coloration)
for preserving hair integrity and
providing a more pleasant experience

“Crafted together for powdery nuances, they include
a specific colour dye (HEP) known to help reduce
the risk of developing allergies”*

* Although the risk of developing a new allergy is reduced, there remains a risk of an allergic reaction
that can be severe. Always perform an Allergy Alert Test 48h before each colouration. If you have
ever experienced a reaction after colouring the hair, you must not colour. Strictly follow the safety
instructions and consult www.schwarzkopf-professional.com.

Our ingredients

** Resorcinol, 2,7-Naphthalenediol, 2,4-Diaminophenoxyethanol HCl,
2-Methylresorcinol, 1,3-Bis-(2,4-Diaminophenoxy) Propane HCL,
5-Amino-6-Chloro-o-Cresol, 2-Amino-3-Hydroxypyridine, 1-Hydroxyethyl-4,5diamino-pyrazole sulfate, 2-Amino-6-chloro-4-nitrophenol

crafted dye
Our dyes are crafted together to create subtle shimmering
powdery nuances. They have been specifically selected for
their known lower allergic risk. Our dye helps reduce the risk
of developing allergies in individuals who are not already allergic
to hair colorants. If your client has ever experienced an allergic
reaction to hair colorants, you should not colour. *

T-Cells check for everything dangerous
entering our body.
Their receptors are responsible
for activating an immune response
when a potentially dangerous
substance is detected.

HEP has a modified shape that
does not fit the t-cells receptors,
helping to prevent the risk of
developing an allergy.**

* Although the risk of developing new allergy is reduced, there remains a risk of allergic reaction
that can be severe. Always perform an Allergy Alert Test 48h before each colouration. If you ever
determined a reaction after colouring the hair, you must not colour. Strictly follow the safety
instructions and consult www.schwarzkopf-professional.com.
** In individuals who are not already allergic to hair colourants.

the shade and
tone numbering
The tbh – true beautiful honest numbering system consists of a combination
of numbers and letters to describe each shade. The numbering system is based
on the Schwarzkopf Professional system to make it easy for you to understand
the shade number. A letter based system is used as well to indicate the colour
world each shade belongs to: N for naturals, C for cool an W for warm tones.

Depth of colour
Light Blonde

/

Primary Tone
Direction (Cendré)

Secondary Tone
Direction (Violet)

Colour world the
shade belongs to

tbh – true beautiful honest COLOUR PORTFOLIO - Knowing about the exact
position of a shade in the colour wheel will support you when it comes
to choosing the right shade.

-7x
-8x

-4x
-9x

-6x
-5x

-0x

-1x

tbh - true beautiful
honest tone softener
tbh – true beautiful honest Tone Softener is a technical tool supporting colour
refreshing, gloss services. It can be mixed with any tbh true beautiful honest shade
to revitalise dull mid-lengths and ends. Please refer to the section “Application”
for more detailed information. The following key ingredients included in the
formulation guarantee high caring properties:

MACADAMIA OIL

(Macadamia Temifolia Seed Oil)

ARGAN OIL

Natural oil, known for
its caring properties,
that boosts the hair shine

(Argania spinosa Kernel Oil)
Natural oil, widely used in skin
care, that enhances the hair
softness while leaving the hair
with a touch of shine

SHEA BUTTER

(Butyrospermum Pakii Butter)
Scan the code
for the full
ingredient list

Natural ingredient rich in
fatty acids that help to
improve the hair softness

consultation
and formulation
guidelines
Having a solid consultation process ensures your clients´
needs are clearly communicated and satisfied with the right
colour application. A comprehensive consultation process
consists of diagnosis and personal assessment
of the clients´ personal traits.
Firstly, create the right ambiance. Clients might find it
intimidating to enter a new salon for the first time and sit
in front of a mirror. Sit at eye contact level without wearing
your apron to ease the conversation and make it more
believable and personal.

1

Refer to the following points to understand in a very short
time frame who the client is and what she is looking for.

2
3

Identify client‘s colour aspiration
Start your colour consultation by assessing your client’s
expectations for their appointment. Is the client looking
to maintain or change her colour? Is she looking for
a longer or shorter commitment? If a permanent colour
result is desired, try to identify whether a tbh – true
beautiful honest colour result will meet the clients’
expectations.

Identify the right target group
Use tbh – true beautiful honest Experience Cards
to show your clients how tbh – true beautiful honest
differ from traditional permanent colours and
understand their preferences.

Identify physical traits
The identification of your client´s physical traits helps
understanding which colour world suits them the most.

Firstly, use the eye colour
selector to categorize your
client´s eye colour type.

N AT U R A L

CO O L

WA R M

Secondly, use the skin tone selector
on the inside of your client´s wrist
to establish if they are natural, cool
and warm type.

NATURAL

COOL

WARM

PHYSICAL TRAITS

EXAMPLE 1

EXAMPLE 2

EXAMPLE 3

EYE COLOUR

WARM

COOL

NATURAL

SKIN TONE

WARM

COOL

NATURAL

COLOUR TYPE

WARM

COOL

NATURAL

4

Identify the existing level(s)
Determine the existing level(s) of your client’s hair by using the Natural shades
from the tbh – true beautiful honest Swatch Book. As tbh – true beautiful
honest is a multi-dimensional colour it is important to consider the impact
of the hairs´ natural undertones and how it may impact the tonal result and
shade selection.

LEVEL 9 AND 10
Yellow is the primary undertone

10
9

LEVEL 7 AND 8
Orange/yellow is the primary undertone

8
7

LEVELS 5 AND 6
Orange is the primary undertone

6
5
4

LEVELS 4 AND 5
Red/orange is the primary undertone

3
2

LEVELS 1 AND 4
Red is the primary undertone

The tbh – true beautiful honest …
… Natural shades will support a perfect multidimensional coverage.
… Cool shades will help you to counteract the
upcoming warmth and to achieve a neutral colour
result even on darker bases or for an extra smoky
touch on lighter bases.
… Warm shades will further enhance the natural
hair base and are designed to further accentuate
warm results.

1

5

Determine the white hair percentage (%)
Establish the percentage of white hair to determine
if you can use a Fashion shade alone or if your formula
must contain a portion of a Natural shade for up to
100% multi-dimensional coverage.

COLOUR WORLD

% MULTI-DIMENSIONAL COVERAGE

NATURAL

Up to 100%

COOL & WARM

Up to 50% white hair
For more than 50% of white hair,
mix 2:1 with a Natural shade

6

7

8

Determine the target level & target colour
As tbh – true beautiful honest is a multi-dimensional
colour line, the results may appear different to those
of a traditional permanent hair colour. Therefore,
before choosing the target colour, you might wish
to discuss with your client whether is recommended
to go darker, lighter or maintain the same level.
(Please refer to Hints & Tips for additional information)

Determine previous colour build up or
if corrective services are required
Should the client have previous colour build up or
if any other corrective services are required it is
recommended to address potential complementing
services with the client (Please refer to Hints & Tips
for additional information)

Visual summary of consultation process
Lastly, ensure that your client has a clear understanding
of the consultation process conducted so far. Use the
consultation brochures in the Colour Chart to showcase
and summarise your consultation visually and to align
on the final colour direction offered within the Natural,
Warm or Cool colour worlds.

tbh –
true beautiful
honest
assortments

COOL

WARM

TONE SOFTENER

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Soft neutral hues
with a soft touch of
chocolate

Modern smoky hues
that help perfecting the
underlying warmth

Luxury primary
reflections, muted by
rose undertones

Multi-dimensional
white hair coverage

Up to 100%

Enriched with care
properties it‘s the
ideal partner for
Colour Refreshing,
Gloss Services and
it helps to ensure
a natural looking
end result.

MIXING

USAGE

NATURAL

Less than 50% white hair: use the desired shade.
For more than 50% of white hair: mix 2:1 with
a natural shade

MIXING RATIO

1:1 with IGORA ROYAL OIL DEVELOPER (3%/10 Vol.,
6%/20 Vol., 9%/30 Vol., 12%/40 Vol.) or IGORA
VIBRANCE ACTIVATOR LOTION (1,9% / 6 Vol.)

IGORA VIBRANCE
ACTIVATOR LOTION
1,9% / 6 Vol.

No visible or perceivable lift
Mix with tbh shades level 8- or 9- for pastel results (1:2)
Mix tbh shade + tbh Tone Softener (1:1:1) for Gloss Service

IGORA ROYAL DEVELOPER
3% / 10 Vol.

No visible or perceivable lift
For colouring darker, colour depositing
on pre-lightened or lightening hair base

IGORA ROYAL DEVELOPER
6% / 20 Vol.

Up to 1 level of lift
For tone on tone coloration

IGORA ROYAL DEVELOPER

Up to 2 levels of lift
For high lifting shades (10-) on base 7 or lighter

9% / 30 Vol.

IGORA ROYAL DEVELOPER

12% / 40 Vol.

Up to 3 levels of lift
Only for high lifting shades (10-) on base 7 or lighter

application
and development
time
Re-growth application
1. Apply to dry hair on areas of the re-growth section
with the highest percentage of white hair. If lightening,
begin at the area where the strongest degree of
lightening is required
2. Apply the colour now evenly to mid-lengths and ends
DEVELOPMENT TIME: 30-45 MIN.

Full head application same depth/darker
1. Apply to dry hair on the re-growth area
2. Directly take through the mid-lengths and ends
DEVELOPMENT TIME: 30 MIN.

Application on virgin hair
Apply colour on mid-lengths and ends taking fine
sections, leaving out 2 cm of the re-growth area
DEVELOPMENT TIME: 15 MIN.
Apply colour to the re-growth area.
DEVELOPMENT TIME: 30-45 MIN.

Refreshing, Glossing Service
1. To refresh or gloss up dull mid-lengths and ends
2. Mix tbh – true beautiful honest shade
+ IGORA VIBRANCE ACTIVATOR LOTION 1,9%/6 Vol.
+ tbh – true beautiful honest Tone Softener (1:1:1)
3. Apply from re-growth to ends
DEVELOPMENT TIME: 5 – 10 MIN.

Pastel Toning Service
1. Ideal for level 9 or lighter
2. To achieve pastel nuances, use tbh –
true beautiful honest shades level 8- or 93. Always keep mixing ratio 1:2 with
IGORA VIBRANCE ACTIVATOR 1,9%/6 Vol. 4.
4. Apply on damp hair where required
DEVELOPMENT TIME: PROCESS VISUALLY
UP TO 15 MIN.

post
coloration
treatment
At the end of the processing time,
add a small amount of warm water,
gently massage to emulsify and rinse
out thoroughly until water runs clear.
Shampoo with BC Color Freeze Shampoo.
After shampooing, for long-lasting,
intense colour results use BC Color
Freeze Conditioner.

hints and tips
If the mid-lengths and ends are darker than the desired
colour a Colour Corrective Service is needed to remove the
build-up/artificial pigments to achieve the perfect base
Use highlights or SKP Color Remover
If the mid-lengths and ends are lighter than the desired
colour result a colour deposit is needed
Use the desired colour shade with 3 % 10 Vol with the mixing ratio 1:1
and make sure that it is well blended into the root area.
If you want to maintain the same level or tone direction
use the Gloss/Refining Service
Apply the desired shade by mixing 1 part tbh + 1 Part 1,9% IV
Developer + tbh Tone Softener directly at the backwash on washed
towel-dried hair and work in evenly. Leave it for up to 15 min.
Keep visual eye control.

